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Agriculture, like other economic sectors in the developed world, has experienced
significant structural change over recent decades as farm size, intensity, capitalisation and specialisation have dramatically moved from traditional to industrial
configurations. From an historical perspective, the rate of change occurring in
agriculture has varied from the imperceptible to the dramatic with many writers
recognising three periods of great change or “agricultural revolutions” (Troughton
1986; Bowler 1 992). T he develo pments of re cent deca des make up the latest of
these revolutions. The first agricultural revolution, the prehistoric domestication
of crops and animals and the development of the plough, resulted in farming
replacing hunting and gathering as the basis of subsistence. With the second
agricultural revolution, many centuries later, farming ch anged from subsistence to
commercial modes of production in response to the growing urban markets arising
out of the industrial revolution. This new comme rcial agriculture diffused rap idly
to the areas of overseas colonisation including Canada where most agricultural
settlement by Europeans was market-oriented from the start. The third period of
dramatic change has occurred since about the Second World War and is referred
to as “agricultural industrialisation” or “agricultural restructuring” (Troughton
1982). Theory relating to agricultural restructuring suggests that changes in the
spatial patterns of agricultural activity have resulted from the restructuring process.
While these spatial changes can be exa mined at many scales, the purpose of this
research note is to analyse broad, Canada-wide, adjustments using provincial-level
data for the post-war restructuring period from 1951 to 1991.
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Agricultural Restructuring
Tremendous diversity characterises Canada’s geography contributing to on-going
regional disparity problems. In most parts of the country, the first non-Native
immigrants came in search of farmland. With very different technology and prior ities compared to the present, they settled many land types including the southern
Shield, the uplands throughout the Maritime provinces and the northern Clay Belts,
areas that are now considered agriculturally unsuitable. These regions, which have
all experienced precipito us declines in a gricultural activity o ver the twentieth
century, illustrate the increasing relative disadvantage of certain locations and
environm ents associated with recent agricultural restructuring (Mandale 1984;
Parson 1979, 1990; T roughton 1982-83, 1988).
Many theories of the agricultural restructuring process in developed countries
have been proposed (Pierce 1994). These theories take large to small scale approaches and examine the contribution of political, economic or individual factors
in reshaping the structure and role of agriculture in the context of broader economic change. An important the me in this work relates agricultural change to the
produc tivity gains resulting from the substitution of capital for labour (Hayami and
Ruttan 1985). In terrelated is the growing significance of agribusiness as agriculture
has become an increasingly international pursuit (Commins 1990; Found 1996;
LeHeron 1993). Although regional and local markets still exist in urban-centred
locations (Bryant and Johnston 1992), the development of global food systems
means that many small prod ucers with limited resou rces are incre asingly margina lised.
With restructuring, agriculture has become increasingly intensive, spatially
concentrated and specialised (Bowler 1992). Intensification, the increased use of
off-farm inputs includin g machinery, chemicals, hybrids and technology, has
resulted in significantly higher per hectare output and in capital replacing labour.
Farmers who cannot afford to adopt these new technologies or whose land is
unsuited, enter a cyclic al downward spiral and eventually go out of b usiness
(Beattie et al 1981). Concen tration, a related outcome , translates into farm production increasingly focused on fewer, larger farms in the most prod uctive regions.
Along with the trends to intensification and concentration is specialisation. Large,
capital-intensive farmers focus on fewer farm products as resources are devoted
to those items g iving best com parative ad vantage.
Spatial change thus appears as an inherent aspect of the agricultural restructuring process. As marginal producers become disadvanta ged, unab le to comp ete in
global markets, agriculture declines in those areas where they are clustered. Technological advance s contribute to this process a s the greatest pr oducti vity gains
have occurred in areas with level topography, fertile soil and moderate climate.
The retreat of agriculture from some areas and its concentration in others is further
exacerba ted by socia l, cultural and p olicy factors.
Agricultural restructuring in Canada has gone through two main stages
(Troughton 1992). T he first stage, in the 1950s and 1960s, was one of agricultural
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mechanisation. In the immed iate post-w ar perio d the adoption of mechanised
methods accele rated. This, in part, resulted as rural labour migrated to the cities
pulled by the expanding opportunities for urban jobs leaving a vacuum in the
countryside that machinery came to fill. Simultaneously, rural labour was pushed
out of the countryside by declining job opportunities as farmers eagerly adopted
the new, relatively inexpensive implements that were becoming available. Other
changes accompanied the labour changes as farm ers attempte d to impro ve their
econom ic efficiency: farm numbers decreased, farm size increased and off-farm
inputs were increasingly adopted. Thus, intensification and concentration occurred
as restructuring progressed. In the second stage, since the 1960s, further
agricultural restructuring has been brought about by the increased role of
agribusiness which has turned farming into a specialised business enterprise.
Conside rable empirical research on the causes, effects and implications of
agricultural restructuring in Canada has been carried out beginning with a
recognition of the problems of agriculture in p hysically margina l areas in the 1950s
and 1960s (Resources for Tomorrow 1961; Buckley and Tihanyi 1967; Tremblay
and Anderson 1966). Subsequently, the view expanded to see agricultural
problems of these and other areas as part of broader processes of social and
econom ic change in rural areas (Clibbon 1971; Parson 1977, 1979; Crewson and
Reeds 1982). Issues relating to urban expansion into the countryside (Krueger
1978; Beesley an d Russwur m 1981 ; Bryant and Johnson 1992; Caldwell 1995) and
to rural sustainability (Troughton 1992; Pierce 1994) became important aspects of
this research theme. Most empirical research in Canada has focused on a local or
regional scale and not on th e broader pattern of adjustment occurring within the
country as a whole. It is at this latter macro level that the ana lysis in this research
note is set.

Regional Adjustments in Canadian Agriculture
Agricultural restructuring refers to the adjustments that the farm community has
made in order to cope with the changing and demanding economic, technological
and market env ironments tha t have deve loped in the post-war pe riod. Adj ustments
are made at the farm level as ope rators attemp t to remain pr ofitable or, failing th at,
get out of the business. When these decisions are aggregated over a region, distinct
patterns emerge. As a result, a changed regional balance of agricultural activity has
resulted from agricultural restructuring in Canada. To establish the magnitude and
the nature of these changes at the provincial lev el, key agricultural censu s data
relating to land, population and returns for the 1951 to 1991 time period are
analysed.

TABLE 1 Percent Change in Farmland Areas, 1951-1991
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Region

Total Farmland

Improved Farmland

Cropland

East (of Man.- Ont. border)

- 45.9

- 35.2

- 16.4

West (of Man.- Ont. border)

+11.1

+33.2

+50.3

+16.3

+33.1

Canada
Source:

- 3.8
Canada Census, 1951 and 1991

Land
The Canada Census tabulates several categories of agricultural land. Total
farmland is all lan d, regardle ss of use, that is part of a census farm. It consists of
both improved and unimp roved land . The imp roved p ortion has ha d inputs added
to upgrade its utility for agricultural use beyond simply clearing the natural
vegetation. Improved land and cropland, that portion of improved land planted to
annual grain and forage crops, are more intensive uses of the resource base than
unimprov ed land.
Between 1951 and 1991, the total census farmland area in Canada declined
by 3.8%; the improved land area increased by 16.3%; and the cropland area
increased by 33.1%. While these trends show that the overall use of Canadian
agricultural land has become more intensive, they hide significant regional
differences. East of the Manitoba-Ontario border, all three categories of farmland
declined; to the west, all expanded (Table 1). In spite of this difference,
agricultural land use intensification is evident in both regions. The east lost lower
proportions of its improve d land and cropland than of its total farmla nd while, in
the west, the gains in improve d land and cropland exceede d those in tota l land.
The magnitude of these agricultural land changes is further revealed by
analysing the situation in each province by dec ade (Figures 1 and 2). In all
provinces east of Manitoba (except Newfoundland)1 large amo unts of farmla nd
went out of production in the 1950s and 1960s with the most extreme losses
occurring in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia . These losses accompanied the
widespread adoption of mechanisation in those decades. Many farmers on poorer
land, unable to remain com petitive, left farming. In the 1970s agricultural costs
rose and profits fell cr eating an incre asingly difficult eco nomic env ironment fo r
farming. All provinces (except Newfoundland) lost farmland in this decade with
the rate of loss in the east exceeding that of the west. At the same time, however,
all provinces except New Brunswick and Quebec gained improved land as farmers
moved to more intensive specialisations in an effort to stay profitable. Be-

1.

In 1951 Newfoundland had very little agricultural land an d few farms. As Newfoundland’s
farming modernised, its agricultural land area increased by 13,000 hectares between 1951 and
1991. While this growth translates into a dramatic rate of cha nge because of the very small initial
acreage, Newfoundland’s contribution to the national agricultural scene, and to that of the
Atlantic region is very small.
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FIGURE 1 Percent Change in Total Farmland

FIGURE 2 Percent Change in Improved Farmland

tween 1981 and 1991 the general pattern of loss of total farmland in the east
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(except Newfoundland) and gain in the west returned but with a difference. In the
east, the losses of improved land now exceeded those of total farmland reflecting
several factors: the much higher level of farmland that was improved compar ed to
earlier decades and the fact that much unimproved marginal land had been
previously abandoned. An aspect of the ongoing intensification of agricultural land
use has been the move to higher proportions of total farmland in crop production
in all parts of the co untry (35.7% in 1951; 4 9.5% in 1 991).
A changed proportional distribution of agricultural land among the provinces
has resulted from these differential losses and gains in farmland, improved land
and cropland (Figure 3). T he Atlantic provinces’ pe rcent share o f Canada ’s
agricultural land base -- tota l, improved and crop land -- was sma ll in 1951 and
continued to shrink to very low levels of between only 1 % and 2% by 1991.
Similarly both Qu ebec’s and Ontario’s p roportio nal shares of a ll three variables
declined although Ontario, with about 10 % of Canad a’s cropland in 199 1 lost
agricultural land at a lower rate than the other eastern provinces. In contrast, the
proportional shares of total farmland, improved land and c ropland increased in all
four western provinces.
With agricultural restructuring, production concentrates on fewer, larger farms
in the most productive region s. In order to demons trate that the regio nal shifts
outlined above fav oured the m ost productive areas, it is useful to relate the
agricultural land trends to land capability as assessed by the Canada Land
Inventory (CLI). 2 While the farmland area at any point in time does not correspond
exactly with either the prime soils of CLI classes 1-3 or with all arable soils, CLI
classes 1-4, neverth eless the corre lation betwee n them is high. T o quantify this
relationship, the 1951 and 1991 total census farmland areas in each province were
divided by the relevant CLI class 1-3 and 1-4 areas (Table 2). Where more land
was farmed than existed within the particular CLI grouping, the index exceeds 1.0.
Where there was a surplus of potential farmland within the particular CLI
grouping, the index is less than 1.0. In 195 1 all provinc es were farm ing an area in
excess of their class 1-3 areas but o nly Quebe c and Sask atchewan e xceeded their
1-4 areas. Quebec, which in 1951 was farming an area three times the size of its
1-3 area and one and a half times its 1-4 a rea, had un til the mid twentieth century
encouraged the settlement of marginal areas in an effort to keep its citizens from
leaving the province. Between 1951 and 1991 both indices declined in all regions
of eastern Can ada (exce pt Newfo undland) as land went o ut of production.
However, the level of dec line went well be yond what o ne would expect on the
basis of land quality alone. This decline was so severe that by 1991

2.

Canada Land Inventory classes 1 to 3 are those areas with soils most favourable for arable crops;
class 4 soils, while still marginally suitable for arable crops have severe limitations that restrict
both the range of choice and productivity; classes 5 an d 6 have pasture but not arable crop
potenti al and cl ass 7 ha s no agric ultural capabi lity.
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FIGURE 3 Regional Share of Total Farmland

TABLE 2 Total Farmland Area Divided by CLI 1-3 and 1-4 Areas, 1951 and1991
1951
1991
CLI 1 - 3

CLI 1 - 4

CLI 1 - 3

CLI 1 - 4

NF

6.25

0.51

8.60

0.70

PE

1.10

0.98

0.64

0.57

NS

1.12

0.82

0.35

0.25

NB

1.07

0.42

0.29

0.11

PQ

3.07

1.42

1.55

0.72

ON

1.16

0.85

0.75

0.55

MN

1.40

0.95

1.50

1.03

SK

1.53

1.24

1.65

1.34

AL

1.68

0.90

1.94

1.04

BC

1.30

0.53

1.63

0.66

CANADA
Source:

1.53
0.99
1.47
0.95
Canada Census 1951, 1991; Environment Canada. Lands Directorate. 1979. Canada's
Special Resource Lands. Ottawa: Supply and Services.

both Nova S cotia and N ew Bruns wick were farm ing an area e quivalent t o only
30% of their respec tive CLI 1-3 areas sugge sting that their land bases are now
under-utilised in terms of their physical capability and that factors other than
physical land quality have played a role in these tre nds. In wester n Canad a both
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indices have risen and, except for B ritish Columb ia, both exce ed 1.0 as farmland
expansio n has brou ght lower cap ability land into p roduction .
Significant changes to th e spatial patter n of agricultura l land in Canada has
accompanied agricultural restructuring and has resulted in a closer adaptation of
agriculture to the physical e nvironme nt. Environm ental adap tation is, however,
only one aspect of the explanation for both farmland decline in the east and
expansion in the west have exceeded the levels attributable to this cause.

Farms and Farm People
Accompanying the agricultural land changes are related farm number and farm
population adjustmen ts. All parts of Canada lost both farms and farm population
between 1951 and 1991 with the result that the country as a whole had 55.1%
fewer farms and 70.3% fewer farm people at the end of this time. As with the
agricultural land variables, the rate of loss has differed by region with the highest
percentage losses of both farms and farm population occurring in the Atlantic
region followed by Queb ec, then On tario and finally the four western provinces.
These rates range from those of New Brunswick which lost 87.7% of its farms and
92.7% of its farm pop ulation, to those of British Co lumbia where the rates of loss
were 27.2% and 49.2% respectively. In all provinces, the decline in farm
population has been greater than the decline in farm numbers reflecting Statistics
Canada ’s more rigorous definition of farm population,3 the ongoing substitution
of capital for lab our and sm aller average family sizes. As a resu lt of the differential
loss in the number of farms and of farm population, the regional pattern of these
variables throughout the country has changed (Figure 4). The greatest loss of
proportional share of farm numbers a nd pop ulation betw een 1951 and 1991
occurred in Quebe c where farm populatio n fell from 27.3% of Canad a’s total to
14.8% and farm numbers from 21.6% to 13.6%. The overall result of the
differential rates of declin e in farm po pulation and farm numb ers, as with
agricultural land, is a strengthening western concentration over time although the
west does n ot domina te as strongly as it does in land. On a per farm basis, farms
everywhere in the country in 1991 had about 70 % of the farm population of 1951.

3.

Starting with the 1981 Canada Census, farm population was defined as including the census
farm operators and their households. Previously it was defined as includi ng all residents of
census farm dwellings.
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FIGURE 4 Region al Shar e of Far ms

The difference between the rate of loss in the number of farms and the rate of
change in the amount of farmland is reflected in the increase in average farm sizes
in all provinces. The average farm in the three Prairie Provinces together
increased by 93.0% from 191 hectares (472 acres) in 1951 to 369 hectares (911
acres) in 1991; the average farm in Quebec and the three Maritime Provinces
increased by 105.6 % from 51 hectares (125 acres) to 104 hectares (257 acres).
Ontario has had the le ast change in fa rm size with on ly a 41.0 % increase from an
average of 56 hectares (139 ac res) in 1951 to 79 hectares (196 acres) in 1991. In
most provinces the greatest rates of change in average farm size occurred in the
1950s and 1960s corresponding with the high rates of farm loss and move to
mechanisation of those decades. Rented land accounts for part of the increase in
farm size in all areas. In 1951 the percentage of farmland rented was very low in
Quebec and throug hout the Atlan tic region at on ly 2% or 3 %, intermediate in
Ontario at 11%, and higher at between 20% and 35% throughout the west. By
1991 rental rates had incr eased eve rywhere bu t were still relatively low at between
13% and 16% in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Quebec. Rental rates were
intermediate in Ontario and Princ e Edward island at 2 7% and we re highest in the
west at 37% to 41% .
Other related farm changes have occurred with restructuring. Of particular
note is the fact that many fa rm opera tors have take n off-farm wor k. For the wh ole
country the proportion of farms where the operator had off-farm work increased
from 27.6% in 1951 to 39.2% in 1986. Starting in 1991 the Census recognised that
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a farm could have more than one operator. With this revised definition, the
proportion of all farm operators with off-farm work declined slightly to 37.1%. In
spite of the overall country-wide increase since 1951, the proportion of operators
with off-farm work has decreased over time in Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and Quebec. What these provinces share in common are large areas of
marginal land that continued in agr icultural use into the mid-twentieth c entury.
Often agriculture alone failed to provide sufficient family income and was
combined with seasonal resource-based activities such as lumbering or fishing
(Mand ale 1984; Lamoureux 1985). Research in western Quebec, for example, has
shown that many people farmed in summer and worked in the woods in the winter
(Parson 1977). With post-war modernisation of the forestry industry, the
oppor tunity for winter work disappeared and many abandoned agriculture at about
the same time. This relationship provides an additional context for understanding
the exceptionally high levels of farmland abandonment in Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick where over half of all farmers had off-farm work in 1951.
Thus with agricultural restructuring, an absolute decline in farms and farm
population has occurred everywhere with the greatest impact being in the eastern
part of the country. At the same time those farms that continue in business in all
parts of the country have made many adjustments to their size, rental land, and offfarm work, a s they have ad apted to ne w econo mic realities.

Returns and Capitalisation
Additional insight into this process of change that has resulted in the strengthening
position of western Canada particularly in land and, to a lesser extent, in farms and
farm population, comes from an examination of the patterns and regional trends
of farm receipts and farm capitalisa tion. The lar ge prop ortional land gains in the
western provinces have not tran slated into simila r increases in the ir shares of either
receipts or capital, sug gesting that the land changes ha ve served m ainly to maintain
and not to enhance their position (Figure 5). In terms of gross farm receipts, the
east, and particu larly Ontario, is in a much stronger position compared to shares
of the land base. Ontario accounted for the largest provincial share of gross farm
receipts from 1951 to 1991 and its 1991 share, 26.9% o f the country’s total, was
a remarkable achievement given that this was produced on only 8.0% of the
agricultural land .
Gross farm receipts over time were also analysed on a per farm and a per acre
basis. Gross farm receipts per farm show the result of the restructuring process
because farmers have made adjustments to their land, labour and capital
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FIGURE 5 Regional Share of Total Gross Farm Receipts

in an effort to ma intain and improve the farm’s pro fitability. In 1951 Ontario’s
average per farm receipts (the highest) were 3.6 times those of Newfoundland
(lowest) and a regio nal pattern ex isted. The h ighest returns in O ntario were
followed by those of the three Prairie provinces, then British Columbia, Quebec
and finally the four Atlantic provinces. By 1991 this regional pattern had
disappeared and the returns of the highest province, Prince Edward Island, were
only 1.7 times tho se of the lowe st (Saskatche wan). Thu s the land, fa rm and
population changes ha ve, in a financial sense, served to even things o ut region to
region over time. T he high levels o f abando nment in pa rts of the Atlantic region,
for example, have removed the unprofitable, marginal farms; those remaining are
quite similar in returns to farms in all other regions of the country. In contrast to
gross receipts per farm, the gap between lowe st and highest average receipts per
acre by province has widened over time. The three Prairie provinces stand out
dramatica lly as having low per acre rece ipts, an indication that the land and farm
size expan sion in this region have been necessary to maintain the profitability of
the farm unit ov er time.
The regional pattern of farm capital is comparable to that of gross farm
receipts although Quebec and the Atlantic region are slightly under-capitalised,
and Ontario and the west over-capitalised compared to the gross receipt pattern.
Ontario’s total farm capital is the highest in the country whether considered on the
basis of regional share (31.0% of the country’s total in 1991), per farm or per acre
and its position has strengthened slightly over the study period. The picture TABLE
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3 1991 Regional Share as a Percent of 1951 Regional Share
GrossFarm
Farm
Farm
Total
Receipts
Farmland Cropland Number Population
(e)
(d)
(c)
(b)
(a)
Region
Atlantic

22.3

44.1

Quebec

52.5

52.5

Ontario

67.1

73.2

Prairies

114.9

112.4

128.6

BC
Source:

36.0

Total Farm
Capital
(f)

Average
(a) to (f)

55.1

44.8
63.6

35.1

75.9

63.0

54.2

98.0

61.4

101.9

108.7

89.7

115.3

92.7

145.5

107.3

102.6

118.6

170.7

135.7

152.4

149.4

130.7
153.7
162.0
Canada Census 1951 and 1991

of capitalisation becomes more complex when one examines its three compo nents:
land and buildings, machinery and equipment, livestock and poultry. In 1991, for
the whole country, land and buildings accounted for 74.0% of total capital;
machinery and equipment 18.0%; livestock and poultry 9.0%. Ontario’s dominant
position relates mainly to its high value of land and buildings, 84.0% of total
capital in 1991. Significantly, only in Quebec and the four Atlantic provinces did
the machinery and equipment proportion of total capital rise between 1951 and
1991, a reflection of not only low land values but also of the significant
modernisation of agriculture that has occurred here since 1951.

Conclusion
Agricultural restructuring has affected all regions of Canada over the 1951 to 1991
period. Changes in farm numb ers, land, population, receipts, capital and
operational arrangements show the emergence in all provinces of an intensive,
capitalised industry made up of fewer but larger operations the gross receipts of
which, on a per farm basis, do not vary greatly from province to province.
Canadian farmers mus t now com pete in dem anding natio nal and inte rnational
markets rather than the iso lated local m arkets that suppor ted many in the past. In
achievin g this present situation significant shifts have occurred in the regional
balance of agricultural activity. These shifts have come about be cause of variations
across the country in such things as land availability and qua lity, the extent to
which colonisation expande d onto ag riculturally margin al lands, the initial level
of agricultural modernisation, changing opportunities for other resource-based
work, urbanisation pressure and market access. In general, the o verall result of the
differential regional changes is the increased significance of the west in Canadian
agriculture at an aggrega te level, and a distinct east-west gradient in the degree of
change (Table 3). The greatest erosion of position has occurred in the Atlantic
region, followed by Que bec. In co ntrast Ontario ’s agriculture, alrea dy highly
capitalised and intensive in 1951 h as maintained its strong positio n over time in
spite of its declinin g farmland a rea.
With restructuring of the post-war period, agriculture has changed from a way
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of life and a part of the community to a large-scale, specialised, intensive business
undertaking. The pro cess of c hange has had different impacts in the various
regions of Canada because of the diverse range of physical and socio-econo mic
conditions across the country. As a result, significant regional shifts in farmin g
activity at the inter-provincial level have occurred between 1951 and 1991.
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